New 10 GHz EME World Record [2017]
On 9 September 2017 VK7MO and WA3LBI completed a 18951 km QSO with QRA64D to extend the
existing World Record held by DL7FJ and ZL1GSG, using CW, of 18337 km by around 600 km.
The key to this result was to find locations with almost zero degrees take-off which essentially
means across water. VK7MO operated from OF76NK00MB at Meelup Western Australia and
WA3LBI operated from FM28LO01VE in Delaware on the East coast of the USA. Both stations
operated portable to maximize the distance at locations with good take-offs over water. It is of
interest to note that “Meelup” is a native aboriginal word meaning “Place of the rising Moon”
because they could see the Moon rising out of the water, so the native people were well aware of
the potential of this location for EME.
Stations
VK7MO ran 50 watts to a 1.13 metre dish, linear polarization, as shown in Photo 1. WA3LBI ran 150
watts to a 2.2 metre dish, circular polarization, mounted on a trailer as shown in Photo 2. The loss in
going from linear to circular is somewhat less than the expected 3 dB due to depolarization at the
Moon surface (probably around 2 dB).

Photo 1: VK7MO’s 1.13 metre dish set up at Meelup beaming across the water

Photo 2: WA3LBI’s portable 2.2 metre dish on location
Conditions
The time was chosen to maximize the Moon window when spreading was low at 35 Hz and Lunar
degradation low at 0.8 dB as shown below:

QSOs and Decodes at VK7MO

It is seen that WA3LBI was first decoded at -23 dB at 1317 when the Moon was at zero degrees and
only partly visible and ground noise would be an issue. He later peaked at -19 dB when the elevation
was around 2 degrees at VK7MO. In addition to the basic requirements of a QSO some text
messages celebrating the record were also exchanged. After that W5LUA was worked with strong
signals up to -14 dB and then a second QSO completed with WA3LBI when signals peaked at -17 dB
dropping to -23 dB at 1353 when WA3LBI lost the Moon. It is seen that it was possible to exchange
messages with WA3LBI from 1317 to 1353 which from the Moonsked data above is from zero
degrees elevation at the VK7MO end to zero degrees elevation at the WA3LBI end. After the window
to WA3LBI closed N9JIM in California was worked with 125 watts to his 4.8 metre dish and signal
levels up to -10 dB.
QSO’s and Decodes at WA3LBI

Conclusions
Critical factors which made this World Record possible were both stations being able to work
portable and select locations with zero take-off, the use of the very sensitive QRA64D mode and
selecting a time when the common window was maximized and spreading and lunar libration were
low.
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